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RISK AVERSION AND LIABILITY RULES •

Abstract 

This paper investigates the performance of liability rules in two-p.arty

stochastic externality problems where information is imperfect and side pay-

ments are based on actual levels of externalities. Compensation levels and

safety are determined for different liability rules for a Cournot type and for

Paretian equilibriums. Results show that, in spite of the imperfect informa-

tion, negotiation yields efficient resource allocation under all liability

rules if all parties are risk neutral. On the other hand the imperfect

information will prevent attaining efficient resource allocation when the

polluter is risk averse.



RISK AVERSION AND LIABILITY RULES
,

DAVID ZILBERMAN, RICHARD E. JUST, AND PETER H. GREENWOOD

I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally agreed that, when externalities exist the competitive

price mechanism. does not yield a Pareto-optimal resource allocation. The

Pigouvian tax has been the traditionally prescribed remedy to external pollu-

tion problems (see Baumol and Oates [1975] and Mishan [1971]). In a seminal

paper, however, Coase [1960] introduced an alternative approach to externality

• control--an approach especially relevant for cases where the number of•

decision-makers involved is small. Coase claimed that a competitive system

with well-defined property-right assignments and zero transaction costs will

---- -attain Pare-to-optimality-through---a-process-of-voluntary bargaining and side

payments. In his words: "It is necessary to know whether the damaging busi-

• ness is liable for damage caused since without the establishment of this ini-

tial delimitation of rights there:can be no market transaction to transfer and/

recombine them. But the ultimate result (which maximizes the value of produc-

tion) is independent of the legal position if the pricing system is assumed to

work without cost" (see Coase [1960, p. 8]).

Coase's work has spawned a wide body of literature. Polinsky [1979] has

•provided an insightful review and proceeded to examine how differences in

information availability affect the relative effectiveness of different lia-

bility rules, property rights, and tax and subsidy schemes in controlling

"small number" externality problems. Both Coase and Polinsky have dealt with

externalities in a deterministic setting. In a practical sense, however, pol-

lution problems are often stochastic with externalities depending on random

forces such as human error, weather, or other natural phenomena. Even some of
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the classical cases of externalities which appear in the literature are

.stochastic in nature. Three examples. are Pigou's [1962] case of the damage

caused by railway: engines to surroundingwoods, the foundry-laundry case where

'pollution occurs only when the wind is blowing in a certain direction, and

Stigler's [1952] case where contamination of a .stream kills fish depending on

flow rates affecting dissolution and dispersion. Since stochastic‘.externali-

ties. are common, it is interesting to examine and compare how legal arra'ne-

ments affect the outcomes of different types of stochastic externality problems

when informational structures differ..

.:The recent literature on the economics of law has analyzed extensively

several types of stochastic externality problems. Shavell [1980], for exam-

ple, has introduced a unified framework to compare the effects of no liability,

.Wict liability, and negligence in controlling accidents between pairs of

strangers (i.e., abtomobile.accidents).andaccident§ between. sellefs:and

strangers.. Less attention has been given to the performance of liability.

rules in two-party.stochastic externality problems where the parties are

familiar and can negotiate. In this type .of problem the two parties may ar-.

rive at a mutual side-payment agreement that will supplement the liability

rules in determining the monetary transfer and the outcome in each state of

nature. The foundry-laundry case is one example of this type of stochastic

• externality. The laundry's owner knows that the foundry activities may soil

clothes he cleans, but, he does not know when. If, for example, the foundry is

not liable for the damage, the laundry is likely to pay the foundry tO reduce•

the likelihood of damage.

Greenwood and Ingene [1978] have begun to investigate the performance oE•

liability rules in two-party stochastic externality problems when the parties

can negotiate. Their model pertains to cases where both parties have full •
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information and, therefore, are able to employ nonstochastic side-payment

schemes which depend on variables that affect the distribution of pollution

(in their case, these variables are the output levels of both parties). Under

complete certainty, Davis and Whinston [1960 have shown that the Pareto-

optimal solution is independent of the initial liability assignment. Greenwood

and Ingene have proven that this result holds under uncertainty if both par-

ties are risk neutral. However, under risk aversion, the Coase [1960] results

do not hold for this type of arrangement between the parties, and different

liability rules result in different resource allocations which may be

suboptimal.

This paper further investigates the performance of liability rules in two-

party stochastic externality problems when negotiations are feasible. However,

it assumes that the parties cannot monitor one another's activities (or, al-

ternatively, monitoring costs are prohibitively high). Thus, side-payment

arrangements whichsrequire continuous monitoring (such as the ones employed by

Greenwood and Ingene [1978]) are not appropriate. Instead, this paper consid-

ers side-payment schemes based on the actual level of the externality (observ-

able by both parties) which can be enforced without continuous monitoring.

For example, in the case of no polluter liability, the Greenwood and Ingene

model suggests that the• pollutee will bribe the polluter to reduce its output,

thus reducing the likelihood of pollution--a solution which may require costly

monitoring. The model here, however, suggests that the polluter will receive

a side payment from the pollutee for every period with no pollution.

Unlike most of the literature on liability rules and externalities this

paper does not limit the analysis to the two extreme cases where the polluter

is either fully liable for damage (complete polluter liability) or not liable

at all (complete pollutee liability) but rather investigates the performance

of the continuum of liability rules between these two extremes.

•

1
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The analysis is done by abstracting to the case of a unilateral stochastic

externality that occurs either at a fixed level or does not occur at all such

that the polluter's activities affect only the probability and not the level

of pollution. The modeling of the stochastic externality is thus similar to

that in Sperise [1977]. Two types of transfer payments are considered:

(1) unilateral bribes (a Cournot-type arrangement that can be enforced by the

pollutee) where the pollutee pays the polluter to entice him to increase

safety when pollution does not occur and (2) mutual bribes (Paretian agreement

reached by mutual negotiation) where the polluter may supplement the liability

payment when pollution does occur and the pollutee pays the polluter to entice .

him to increase safety and supplementary payment when pollution does not occur.

The results show that unilateral bribe arrangements will yield optimal

regional resource allocation only when the polluter is risk neutral and is

- fully J.iabld-.—rh-tlie—c-a-s-e-Th-Mi-slc-a-verse polluter, no liability rule will

yield the efficient resource allocation. On the other hand, mutual bribe

agreements yield the optimal resource allocation under all liability rules

when the polluter is risk neutral; even when monitoring is impossible. When ,

the polluter is risk averse, the efficient allocation is not obtained by the

mutual bribe agreements either. In cases of low likelihood of pollution,

mutual bribe agreements result in too much safety, and, in cases of high like-

lihood of pollution mutual bribes will result in too little safety.

.i1. THE MODEL

Suppose a region includes a .polluter and a pollutee. The polluter pro-

duces output and generates pollution. The amount of pollution generated as a

by-product in the production process is a dichotomous random variable, Y, which

takes on values of zero or one with



q E Pr (Y = 0) - E Pr (Y =.1).

The term, q, is called "safety." Each level of safety requires s
ome on-

going pollution-abatement activities. The cost of attaining a certain safety

level, q, is given by the cost function, c(q), for which marginal cos
t is in-

creasing, (c' > 0, c" > 0), and c(0) = 0. The cost of safety includes
 the

direct cost of pollution-abatement activities and losses due to 
a reduction in

output relative to the case where no attention is given to safety. 
The pol-

luter's short-run profit (or quasi rent), when the pollution pr
oblem is ig-

nored is equal to a dollars per period. The introduction of safety measures

thus reduces short-run profit to a - c(q).

The pollutee's short-run profit (or quasi rent) is affected 
by the occur- •

rence of pollution. When pollution does not occur, the pollutee's profit is

equal- tt-dollr-s-per-period,---When-pollution occurs, the pollutee
's profit

is reduced by R dollars and is equal to b - R.

Both agents operate subject to a liability rule, L(a), impos
ed exter-

nally. The parameter, a, is a fraction of the pollutee's loss (in
 periods

when pollution occurs) which is paid by the polluter, i.e., the p
olluter com-

pensates the pollutee with aR dollars whenever pollution o
ccurs. -Thus, full

polluter liability holds when a . 1, full pollutee lia
bility (no polluter

liability) holds when a = 0, and partial polluter liability 
corresponds to

0 < a < 1.

Since the behavior of the polluter affects the pollutee
, the latter may

use side payments to motivate the polluter to increase safe
ty. Assuming that

the pollutee cannot monitor the polluter's activities
 (or, alternatively,

monitoring costs are extremely high), the use of side
 payments (like Greenwood

and Ingene's [19781) based on the actual levels of t
he polluter's output and
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abatement activities (and, thus, the actual level of q) is not practical. In-

stead, a side-payment agreement based on a variable the pollutee can observe--

namely, the level of pollution--is possible. Whenever pollution does not

occur, the pollutee will pay the polluter a bribe of S dollars. This arrange-.

ment is the most natural since it is simple and easily enforceable.

Since the bribe affects the polluter's profit distribution, he may also

use a counterbribe to induce the pollutee to select a certain bribe level S.

This counterbribe denoted by K may be an additional payment (above the lia-

bility payment aR) whenever pollution occurs.

Both parties are assumed to maximize the expected utility of their income.

Their behavior and the outcomes under two regimes of voluntary transactions

will be analyzed--first under a unilateral pollutee bribe and then under

mutual bribes.
•

For the first regime, assume that polluter behavior follows his safety

function for which arguments include the liability rule and the bribe. The

pollutee takes this function into account in selecting a bribe that maximizes

his own expected utility. Introducing the bribe and the liability rule into

the safety function determines the equilibrium level of safety and the distri-

bution of profit. The pollutee can (and will) enforce the unilateral bribe

solution when the polluter is unable or unwilling to negotiate a mutual bribe

agreement with him. Also, the outcomes under the unilateral bribe regime

determine the range of feasible solutions under the mutual bribe regime for

each liability rule.

For the mutual bribe regime, assume again that safety in each period is

determined according to the polluter's safety function which is known to both

parties. For each liability rule, the distribution of benefits among the

parties may be different. For a given level of polluter's (polluteels) •
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benefit, the mutual bribes are set to maximize the constrained expected

utility of the pollutee (polluter), and introducing these bribes into the

safety function yields the safety level.

III. UNILATERAL BRIBES WHEN BOTH PARTIES ARE RISK NEUTRAL

When both parties are risk neutral, both maximize their expected income.

Thus, for a given liability rule and bribe, the polluter's decision problem is

(1) max cifa. - (q) + S - q) [a - c(q) -K 6R].

Assuming that the problem has an internal solution, the first-order condition

for optimality is

(2) Ra + S + K - cq =

where cq is marginal cost of safety.

For a risk neutral polluter, safety is a function of the sum of the lia-

bility payment and the bribes. Denote this sum by Z = ciR + S K and call

it the polluter's gain from a safe period. The polluter's gain reflects the

increase in the polluter's earnings during an unpolluted period relative to a

polluted•period. Condition (2) states that optimal safety is determined by

equating the marginal cost of safety to the polluter's gain from a safe

period. Using (2), it is possible to construct the safety function, q(Z),,

which denotes safety as a function of polluter gain from a safe period. Total

differentiation of (2) shows that the safety function is positively sloped with

(3)
-1

= c > 0.
WI

• Consider the Case of a unilateral bribe where the pollutee pays the pol-

luter S dollars when pollution does not occur but the polluter does not bribe



the pollutee, hence, K = 0 and Z = aR S. The safety function of the pol-

luter is assumed to be known by the pollutee, and the latter uses it in his

decision-making process to determine the level of the bribe he should offer.

The pollutee's profit is b S in a period without pollution and b - R (I -

a) when pollution occurs. Thus, the expected profit of the pollutee is q(Z)

(b - S) [1 - q(Z)] fb - Cl - a) M. The expected profit can be expressed

as a function of the polluter's gain from a safe period as follows:

(4) 1
L (Z) = b - (1 - a) R q(Z) CR- Z).

Thus, for a given liability rule, the optimization problem of the pollutee

becomes

(5) max Ll(Z

tibject_tp..Z >_dR. From the pollutee's expected profit formulation i

(4), one deduces that maximizing behavior requires that the bribe be smaller

than the pollutee's loss when pollution occurs, i.e.,

(6) - a) S =.R Z > 0.

In case of complete pollutee liability (a . 0), the expected profit of the

pollutee when no bribe is paid (when S = 0) is equal to the expected profit when

a bribe of R dollars is paid [which is b R since q(0) . 0]; when the bribe

obeys (6), expected profit is higher than b - R. Thus, there is an optimal

bribe for which 0 < Z < R.

At the optimal solution,

(7) L
1

 (a) E Z(R
q(Z) = 0.

To interpret this condition, note that a marginal increase in bribe increases

safety by qz, and the pollutee earns R - Z dollars more when pollution does

not occur. Thus, the pollutee's marginal gain from bribing is q (R - 1).
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On the other hand, an increased bribe reduces the pollutee's gain in a safe

period, thus, the pollutee's marginal cost associated with the bribe is equal

to q(Z). Condition (7) thus indicates that optimal bribery occurs when the

marginal gain for the pollutee from the bribe is equal to his marginal loss.

By dividing both terms in (7) by the average expected gain from the bribe,

[q(Z)- (R Z)/Z], one finds the optimality condition,

(8) n(Z) 'Z 
R Z '

where n(Z) =qz • Z/q(Z) is the elasticity of the safety function. By the

properties of the cost function, this elasticity is a positive bounded func-

tion of Z. The polluter's gain from a safe period per unit of the pollutee's

gain from a safe period, ZAR Z), is an increasing function of Z which ap-

proaches infinity as Z converges to R.

Both functions are depicted in Figure I. When Z is small the marglnal

gain from bribing is larger than the marginal cost of bribing; thus, for small

Z, n(z) is above ZAR Z). As Z is increased, both curves become closer

and intersect atAwhere condition (8) holds. The polluter's gain from a safe.

period at the intersection point is So which is the bribe paid under com-

plete pollutee liability. The elasticity of the safety curve intersects

VCR - Z) at A from above. It is assumed that the properties of the cost

function ensure that A is a unique intersection) To To the right of A, the

elasticity curve is below ZAR - Z) reflecting the supposition that, for Z >

S0' 
the marginal gain from the bribe is smaller than the marginal loss and

that any increase in the bribe when Z > So will reduce the pollutee's

expected proEit.

In cases with partial pollutee liability (a > 0), the feasible set of

i's is smaller than under complete pollutee liability 'since the polluter's

gain from a safe period is at least aR. However, the marginal gain and loss
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of bribing are the same for any a. Therefore, the curves fl(Z) and ZAR

Z) can be used to find the optimal bribe and safety as functions of the lia-

bility rule.

A comparison of outcomes for two liability rules can be demonstrated using

Figure I. In the first case, the liability payment is smaller than the bribe

under complete pollutee liability, i.e., Z1 = aR < So. In the second case,

the liability payment is greater than So, i.e., Z2 = aR > So. In the first

case, the pollutee maximizes his expected profits by paying a bribe that

raises the polluter's gain from a safe period to So. Thus, the bribe for

= Z1/R is S - 6R, and safety is the same as if a= 0. In the second case,

the polluter's price of safety is greater than So and, since the marginal gain

from a bribe is smaller than the marginal loss for Z > So, any bribe will

reduce the pollutee's expected profit. Thus for a = 12/R, the bribe is

zero. These two results can be generalized to yield:

PROPOSITION 1. When both the polluter and pollutee are risk neutral under a

unilateral pollutee bribe regime, (a) the optimal bribe is a decreasing

linear function of the polluter liability share a for a < S /R--

with intercept So and slope -IR; for a > So/R, optimality implies

no bribe, i.e.,

(9) S(a) =

Ra < a <— 11—

a

and (b) safety is constant at q = q(S0) for 0 < a < So/R and is

increasing in a according to q = q(aR) for Sp < a < 1.
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Proposition 1 demonstrates that, for cases of uncertain pollution where

unilateral bribe payments are conditioned on the actual levels of the exter-

nality (and not on the polluter activity levels), different liability rules do

not necessarily yield the same safety levels. Note, however, that there is a

wide range of rules (where polluter liability is relatively small, a <S/R)

which yields constant safety levels; only in cases of higher polluter lia-

bility will an increase in polluter liability increase safety.

Figures Ha and In depict the results of Proposition 1 graphically.

Example: Consider the case of a homogeneous cost function,

(10) c(q) = Aim M > 1.

The safety function associated with c(q) is

• (11) q(Z) =
.1

)1/(m-1)

and the isoelastic cost function results in an isoelastic safety function with

elasticity (m - 1)-1.

(12)

For a = 0, the optimal bribe is

By Proposition 1, the optimal bribe and safety levels are functions of the

liability rules of the form:

(13) S(a)

(14)

1
-'ma) 0 < a <— m

otherwise
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As conditions (13) and (14) indicate, less convex cost functions (with

smaller elasticities of safety) have larger segments of liability rules that

yield constant safety levels (and positive bribe payments). However, when

changes in liability rules affect safety (a > 1/m), safety levels are more

sensitive to changes in the polluter's liability share when the elasticity of

the cost function is lower. Generally, cost functions with lower elasticities

result in larger bribes (when bribes are paid) and larger safety levels.

IV. MUTUAL BRIBE ARRANGEMENTS WHEN BOTH PARTIES ARE RISK NEUTRAL

To further determine possible resource allocations under each liability

rule, consider the set of mutual bribe arrangements that might be negotiated

by the polluter and the pollutee. Assume that the pollutee (polluter) con-

siders only bribe arrangements that maximize his own expected utility given

,
the expected utility of the other party. Thus, the rules for resotir6e

tion under each liability rule can be determined by solving 'the pollutee's

choice problem with safety again determined by the selection of bribes through

the safety function. The same rules are obtained for solving the polluter

choice problem. The Lagrangian formulation of the bribe selection problem o

the pollutee, given the liability rule a and that the polluter expecte
d

utility level is A, is

(15)

L
2 
= max b qS - (1 - q) [(1 - a) R -

K,S,X

+ Xfa c(q) + qS - (1 - q) EaR K] - Al

where X is the shadow price of the polluter expected ut
ility constraint.

The first-order conditions are:

(16) L
2 

L
1 

-
S q Z

- x) = 0,



(17)

and

(18)

where

L
2 
= R

2= L q q) (1 - = 0,

c(q) + - q) (aR K -A = 0

Using (2), the last equation implies 1.2c, = R - (S + aR + K). Introducing

this in (16) and (17) and subtracting in (16) from (17) yields X . 1. Thus, at

equilibrium, a dollar's increase in the polluter's expected profit reduces the

pollutee's expected profit by a dollar. Introducing A = 1 into (16) or (17)

yields

(19) + aR = R.

Hence, under all mutual bribe arrangements for all liability rules the pol-

lutee's gain from a safe period, Z, is equal to the damage from pollution, R.

Using (19) and cc, = Z, one finds:

PROPOSITION 2. When both parties are risk neutral and arrive at a mutual bribe

solution, the same i4fety will be obtained under all liability rules, and

this solution will be at a level where the marginal cost of safety is

equal to the damage of pollution, i.e.,

(20) cq = R

The determination of a unique solution for each liability rule requires

more detailed specification of the equilibrium concept. The range of possible

allocations of benefits, though, is determined by the solution under the uni-

lateral bribe regime.
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V. UNILMERAL BRIBES VIEN THE POLLUTEE IS RISK AVERSE

• As in the previous section, suppose the polluter is risk neutral, but now

consider the pollutee to be risk averse with a well-behaved utility function,

defined on profits with u' > 0 and u" < 0. For a given liability rule

and size of unilateral bribe, the expected utility of the pollutee is given by

q(Z) u(b - S) + - q(Z)] u[b - (1 - a)R1. Using the definition, Z =

aR + S, the expected utility of the pollutee can be written as a function of

a and Z,

(21) a) = q(Z) • u(b + aR - Z) + El - q(Z)] • u(b aR R).

The decision problem of the pollutee thus becomes

(22) max L3 (Z, a)

subject to Z > aR. Also, the expected profit function in (21) can be

rewritten as

(23) L3(Z, a) = q(Z) [u(b + aR - Z) - u(b + aR - + u(b aR - R).

In the context of (23), optimizing behavior will result in Z <R, as in the

risk neutrality case, which means that the bribe will be smaller than the

pollutee's loss when pollution occurs.

To find the behavior of the optimal bribe, differentiate L(Z, a) with

respect to Z to obtain

(24)

L
3
( 

a) = clZ[u(b aR u(b aR R)]

q(Z) u'(b aR- Z) = O.

To interpret this condition, note that the marginal gain from bribing is equal

to the marginal increase in safety times the difference in the utility derived
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in periods with and without pollution. The marginal loss from bribing is equal

to the marginal reduction in the utility of in
come (because of the increased

bribe) times the probability of paying the bribe
. Hence (24) implies that,

again, the optimal bribe equates the pollutee
's marginal gain and loss from

bribing.

Multiplying the differences between the marg
inal gain and loss from

bribing by a positive value, Zifq(Z) [u(b + aR
 Z) u(b + 6R))1, results in

(25) n(Z) z • h(Z, a)

where h( a) = u'(b + aR - Z)/[u(b + aR Z) u(h + aR - 10]. Thus, when

the marginal gain from bribing exceeds t
he marginal loss, the expression in (25)

is positive and vice versa.

To examine the expression in (25), the
 elasticity of safety and Z • h(Z, a)

are depicted as functions of Z in Figure I
II; Z • h(Z, a) is a function of Z

which rises from zero and approaches infin
ity as Z approaches R. The functions

n(Z) and Z • h(Z, a) intersect at 13 where
 the polluter's gain from a safe period

is Z1. Clearly, the value of Z1 dep
ends on a. For a given a the marginal

impact of a bribe on the polluter's ex
pected utility is positive for Z < Z1(a)

and negative for Z > Zi(a). Thus, for those liability .rules with a li
ability

payment smaller than Z1, a positive br
ibe will be paid to raise the polluter's

Price of a safe period to Z1 [i.e., S(a)
 = Z1(a) aR if Ra < Zi(a))

while, in cases where the liability 
payment exceeds Z no bribe will be paid

[i.e., S(a) = 0 if aR < Zi(a)].

Recall that, when a bribe is paid b
y a risk neutral pollutee the pol-

luter's gain from a safe period i
s equal to So and is determined by 

the

int-,ction of the elasticity of sa
fety curve with ZAR Z) (denoted by

point A in Figure III). To compare S with ZI(
a)' 

it is important to compare

ZAR - 1) with Z • h(Z, a). The difference between the lat
ter two is given by



(26)

Z • h(Z, a) =  

-16--

uqb + aR Z) 
utb + aR Z) (b - R

Z[ (b + aR Z) u(b + aR - R) 7 u' (b + alt - Z) (R Z)]
CR - Z) iu(b + aR zy u(b aR RJI

By risk aversion, the expression in (26) is positive implying that ZAR

Z) is above Z • h(Z, a). Hence, the intersection of ZAR Z) with the

elasticity curve (point A) is to the left of the intersection of Z • h(Z a)

with the elasticity curve (point B) and Z1(a) > So for all a. These results

indicate that, for liability rules which result in positive bribes, a risk

averse pollutee will pay a greater bribe and gain higher levels of safety than

a risk neutral pollutee.

To analyze the behavior of the risk averse pollutee in more detail,first

consider the behavior of h(Z,

(27) h(Z, a 1 u(b + aR u(b + aR - R) 
+ aR Z)

. Approximating the denominator of. (27) with the first two elements of its

Taylor-series expansion yields,

(28) h(Z, (R - [1 + RA aR Z)  2 1,

where RA(*) E -u"(-)/u'(-) is the Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute risk aversion.

The formula in (28) indicates that Z • h(Z, a) is increasing in liability

for a pollutee with decreasing absolute risk aversion, is constant for cases

of constant absolute risk aversion, and is decreasing for cases of decreasing

absolute risk aversion. Applying these results to the graphical presentation

of Figure III implies that, for liability, rules with positive bribes, the pol-

luter's gain from .a safe period and the safety level rise (fall) with the pol-

luter's liability share when pollutees have increasing (decreasing) absolute



risk aversion. aversion. A, pollutee with constant risk aversion has constant safety

with respect to liability rules with positive bribes.

These results can be explained intuitively as follows. When a pollutee

has decreasing absolute risk aversion his behavior tends toward that of a

risk neutral polluter as he gets a fixed increase in income. An increase in

a is such as increase, since safety under risk aversion is higher than under

risk neutrality (when S > 0), an increase in a will reduce 'the safety of a

pollutee with decreasing absolute risk aversion.
f

• Results relating to the polluter's gain from a safe period can lead to the

necessary additional results relating to the behavior of the bribe for various

liability rules. For a pollutee with decreasing absolute risk aversion, an

increase in the polluter's liability results in a reduction in the bribe for

two reasons. First, it causes a reduction in the polluter's gain from a safe

_ period;_. secpnd, t increases the liability payment. The bribe level is the

difference between the polluter's gain from a safe period and the liability

payment. In the case of constant absolute risk aversion, the bribe is decreas-

ing for the second reason only. In the case of increasing absolute risk aver-

sion, an increase in the polluter's liability share raises the polluter's gain

from a safe period and, hence, leads to an increase in the brib'e, but the

increase in the liability payment itself causes a reduction in the bribe.

•1

Hence, it is not clear that the bribe is always decreasing with an increase in

the polluter's liability share. However, this is the probable result in most

cases since the bribe is positive in the case of complete pollutee liability

and is zero for complete polluter liability (and possibly Eor other cases with

high polluter liability).

The results of this section are summarized by:

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that the polluter is risk neutral. Then under a uni-

• lateral bribe regime:
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(a) A larger bribe is paid with a risk averse polldtee than wit
h a risk neutral

pollutee.. For a pollutee with decreasing absolute risk aversio
n, thebribe

function is decreasing with the polluter's liability share
 (to the point

of no bribe), and the slope is smaller than -R. For constant abso- lute

risk aversion, the bribe function is linear with slope -R, and 
for

increasing absolute risk aversion, the slope of the bribe f
unction is

(29)

larger than -R i.e.,

=-_

a

dS when R' = 0

1
> -R R.' > 0a

(b) When the bribe is paid, more safety is attain
ed under pollutee risk

• - .

aversion than with a: risk neutral pollutee, the same s
afety is attained

when no bribe is paid. In cases of a positive bribe, optimal safety is

decreasing with the polluter's liability share for 
pollutees with decreas-

ing absolute risk aversion. Safety is constant under constant absolute

risk aversion and is increasing for increasing 
absolute risk aversion,

i.e., for S > 0:

(30)
dq
Ta-

< 0 R<0a

=0 when R' = 0a

RI > 0.

The results of Proposition 3 are depicted 
in Figures IV and V.

VI. MUTUAL BRIBES 10-IEN ONLY THE POLUTTEE IS RI
SK AVERSE

•

The set of mutual bribe arrangements 
considered by a risk averse pollute

e ,
-

are derived by solving
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max L = qu(b S) + (1 - q) u (1 - a) R + Ki
S,K,X

+ X[ - c(q) + qS - (1 - q) (aR + K) Al

where A is the lower bound constraint on the polluter's welfare and A is the

shadow price of the cunstraint. The first-order conditions for the maximiza-

tion problem in (31) are condition (18)and

(32)

(33)

where

(34)

4 4
DL

• as = aq 1̀Z -

4
W.
4 al,

aK 3q

aq
b

s) - A

) {u' [b - a R + = 0

b - a R +

and second-order conditions hold.

Subtracting (32) from (33) yields

(35) A = Eu' = W() S) + q) uffb - (1 - S) R +

Hence, the shadow price of the polluter benefits constraint is equal to the

pollutee's expected marginal utility of income. By negation the optimal

solution, R, cannot be different than Z = aR + K + S. Suppose S >

(1 - a) R - K; then, the properties of utility imply

and

u'(b S) > A = Eu' > u'fb - R

u(b S)< ufb - a R



These results, results, equation (34), and q > 0, q7 > 0 imply

b S -xl < 0;

and, thus, condition (32) is violated and, at the optimal solution, S < (1 -

a) R + K. Using a similiar argument, one can show that S < (1 - a)

R + K violates condition (33). On the other hand when S = (1 - a) R + K,

both conditions (32) and (33) hold and moreover,

qu(b S) (1 - q) [b - (1 - R +

is concave in u and S and

- a - c(q) qS - q) (aR + K)

is convex in u and S at this point.

Thus, the pollutee considers only mutual bribe policies with S = (1 -

R + K and, hence, he has the same income in both states of nature and traps-

fers all risk to the polluter. Following similar arguments (as in the case of

risk peutrality) one finds that the polluter also will select i)olicies with

Z = R. Since by (2), cq = Z, one finds:

PROPOSITION 4. When the pollutee is risk averse, the polluter is risk neutral

and the parties arrive at a mutual bribe solution, the same safety will be

attained under all liability rules at a level when the marginal cost of

safety is equal to the damage of pollution (i.e., c = R).

AS noted above, for a given liability rule, the sets of possible distribu-

tions of benefits among the parties in the mutual bribe regime is determined

by the unilateral bribe outcome. Using Proposition 3 for all liability rules

•
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with positive unilateral bribes, the poll
uter's minimal expected income u

nder

a mutual bribe agreement is higher w
hen the polluter is risk averse than 

when

he is risk neutral. Moreover, assuming decreasing absolute
 risk aversion, the

increase in the polluter's minimal e
xpected profits caused by the pollute

r's

risk aversion declines with the pollu
ter's liability share. When the pollu-

ter's liability share is high enough so
 that no unilateral bribe results 

the

pollutee's risk aversion does not aff
ect the minimal expected profit of

 the

polluter.

VII. UNILATERAL BRIBES IN THE CASE OF A RI
SK AVERSE POLLUTER

The case analyzed in this section 
is the antipode of the case in the-pr

e-

vious section. Here, the pollutee is assumed to be 
risk neutral while the

polluter is assumed to be risk aver
se. To understand the outcome for a r

isk

averse polluter, the properties of h
is safety function must be analyzed

first. Suppose the polluter has a twice d
ifferentiable utility function

V(T1) defined on profits (quasi 
rents) with v' > 0 and v" < 0. Profit

during a safe period is Ili; and,
 during a period with pollution, p

rofit is

where
2

(36)

c(q) s

= a - c(q) - aR K

Let the transEer of income (
from polluter to pollutee) wh

en an accident occurs

be denoted by X aR K.

Introducing the definition of Z
 and X into (36) yields
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wi = a - c(q) -

112 ' a - c(q)

The decision problem of the polluter thus become
s

(38) max E(v) = q v(1) + (1 - q) v(2)

where v(i) = 2.

*Suppose that a solution exists satisfying the
 first-order condition for opti-

mality,

(39) •
v(1) - v(2) 

cq Ev

The second-order condition for optimality is

(40) . -2c ho(1) - v'(2)] - E(vi) c + c E(v") < 0.

The optimality conditions (39) and (40) im
ply that the safety level attained

by a risk averse polluter does not depend
 only on the sum of the bribe and

liability payment (polluter's gain from 
a safe period) but also on its 6ompo-

sition since the marginal utility of inc
ome is different depending on the

occurrence of pollution. The safety function for risk aversion 
will be de-

noted by Ci(Z, X). It is interesting to compare ei with q(
Z), the safety func-

tion under risk neutrality.

Condition (39) indicates that, under 
risk aversion, the optimal safety

level for a given (z, X) combination
 is determined by equating the m

arginal -

cost of safety and the polluter's 
marginal benefit from safety (in m

onetary

terms). The marginal benefit from safety i
s equal to the increase in utility
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in an unpolluted period (over a polluted period) translated into monetary

terms through division by the average marginal utility of income.

If for a given (X, Z) combination the marginal benefit from safety (of a

.risk averse polluter) is higher than the polluter's gain from a safe period,

it follows from (2) and (39) that the safety level attained by a risk averse

polluter is higher than the safety level attained by a risk neutral polluter

(since marginal cost is increasing). Under risk aversion, the sign of

(41)

(1) - v(2) 
v'(1) + II q) OD)

lir [v(1) - v(2) - q vt(i) z - - v'(2) 21

is negative when q is near zero and is positive when q is near one. Thus, one

concludes:
•

LEMMA 1. For a given combination of liability payments and bribes risk

neutrality leads to lower safety than risk aversion in cases where safety

is sufficiently high under risk aversion, but risk neutrality leads to

greater safety in problems where safety is sufficiently low under risk

aversion, i.e.,

(42) q(Z) > Z, X)

q(Z) < ;(Z, X)

if q(Z, X) + 0

g(z, x)

The behavior described in Lemma 1 can be explained by the fact that a 
risk

averse firm gives up expected profits to reduce financial uncertainty. Since

complete certainty occurs only when q is zero or one, uncertainty is 
reduced

by adjustment of q toward either zero or one. Thus, for a given policy, op-

timal safety under risk aversion is below (above) optimal safety 
under risk

neutrality in problems with low (high) saEety.
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To understand the behavior of the safety function under ris
k aversion,

differentiate (39) with respect to q, X, and Z to find

• (43)

and

(44)
OP.

v"(1) c q v'(1)

1) - vq2) - c E(v )

From (43), safety is increasing with the polluter's gain
 from safe periods;

hence, the elasticity of safety with respect to Z is always 
positive.

The effects of a change in the transfer when accide
nts occur on the safety

function are not conclusive. However, introducing (39) in (44) yields

(45)
v(1) - v(2)liv:(1) - vt(2).. E(v")

14 
vII
(1) - v(25 E(v')

When absolute risk aversion is decreasing, Ra 
< 0 (in which case v">

0), then

(46)

v"(1) Z > v'(1) v'(2) > v"(2) Z

v'(1) Z < v(1) - v(2) < v'(2)

for > 0 and 0 < q < 1 which implies

v"(1) v'(1) - v'(2) "(2) 

'0(1) v(I) v(Z) > vT(Z) •

It is easy to verify from (45) and (47) th
at, for a polluter with decreasing

absolute risk aversion, the safety function is
 increasing in X (for a given 74)

when safety is high [q 1) and decreasing in liability when safety is l
ow

[q 01.2 This result follows logically from the Le
mma. Since risk

aversion results in more (less) safety tha
n risk neutrality when q ÷ 1

0) and an increase in a holding Z 
unchanged reduces the fixed profit

(q
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of the polluter, the. increase in X will increase the risk aversion of a pollu-

ter with decreasing absolute risk aversion, thus,

Air

(48)

1

if -* O.

IL heuristic graphical description of the behavior of the safety functions

under risk neutrality and risk aversion (with X = K) is presented in Figure VI.

There is a critical level of the polluter's gain from a safe period, say, e

at which the two safety functions intersect. When the polluter's gain from a

safe period is below e", the safety function under risk neutrality is higher;

whereas, when the polluter's gain from a safe period is above e, the safety

function unaer risk aversion is higher. For a polluter with decreasing abso-_-  - 

lute risk aversion, the safety function for 0 < X <R is between the

safety function for X = R and that of a risk neutral polluter (not shown).

To determine the unilateral bribe payment, the (risk neutral) pollutee

uses the safety function i(X, Z) of the risk averse polluter. The final out-

come can be derived using the analysis of section Iv (where both polluter and

pollutee are risk neutral) and are replacing the safety function q(Z) with

q(Z, a). The level of bribe paid for any liability rule is determined by

the intersection of the elasticity of safety function [11(z, X) . Ciz(Z,

eR) Zfii(Z, ciR)] with ZAR Z). If at the intersection point the pol-

luter's gain from a safe period is lower than the polluter's liability paym
ent

(Z < aR), no bribe will be paid. Otherwise, the bribe is equal to the dif-

ference between the two (S = aR).

Using the same arguments as in Section IV, it can be easily 
veriEied that

a positive bribe is paid under complete pollutee liability (a 
= 0) and no
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bribe is paid under complete polluter liability (a = 1). Moreover, bribes

apparently are paid in cases where the polluters' liability shares are 
rela-

tively low whereas no bribes will be paid when the polluters' liability 
shares

are relatively high.

Unlike the case of a risk neutral polluter, liability rules with po
sitive

bribes do not yield the same safety level when the polluter is risk av
erse.

The reason for the difference is that, for a risk averse polluter, dif
ferent

liability rules result in different safety functions. The relative complexity

of the safety 'function under risk aversion prevents obtaining further
 results

for liability rules with bribe payments. However, the properties of the

safety function for a risk averse polluter derived previousl
y are useful for

analysis of the outcomes for liability rules for which no brib
es are paid.

For these cases, the safety obtained by a risk aver
se polluter is equal to

q(aR. IA), and the safety for risk neutral polluter is q(aR)
. Using

Lemma 1, one can thus deduce:

PROPOSITION S. For liability rules with no bribe payments, risk aversion on,

the part of the polluter leads to higher safety than risk 
neutrality if

safety under risk aversion is sufficiently high, risk 
neutrality leads to

higher safety when the safety under risk aversion is 
sufficiently low.

VIII. MUTUAL BRIBES WHEN THE POLLUTER IS RISK AVERSE

In this case, the risk neutral polluter's 
maximization problem in select-

ing a bribe combination given the polluter's 
expected utility level A,

max I. = max
S,K SOCA

(49)
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The first-order conditions of the problem in (49) are the polluter expected

utility constraints and

(50)

(51)

aL
qZ

saL OL r,
aK = aq "z 7x

where aLS/aq = R -

1 - xo(i)] =

q)[0(2) - = o

Conditions (50) and (51) suggest that, unlike the cases with a risk

neutral polluter, when the polluter is risk averse, the polluter will not con-

sider a mutual bribe arrangement with Z = R. This is proven by negation. If

Z = R, then (50) and (Si) imply X0(1) = Ax0.(2). If the polluter benefit

constraint is binding (X > 0), the above equality implies v'(1) = v'(2).

by(6) Z =0, but this contradicts the assumption Z R. A similar

argument excludes the outcomes with Z > R (when the polluter pays more than

the damage of pollution when it occurs) under most likely circumstances.
3

Since condition (39) imples 0 < Z, mutual bribe arrangements when the pollu-

ter is risk averse are likely to result if 0 < Z < R.

This property of the arrangements suggests that, under the complete pollu-

ter liability regime (a . 1), the parties will agree to allow the polluter

to pay only part of the damage when pollution occurs and pay the polluter

instead in safe periods.

Thus, in this case (and other cases when a = 1), both bribes--K and S--

are negative. This arrangement is beneficial to the risk averse polluter

since it transfers income from periods with lower marginal utility to periods

with higher marginal utility of income, it also reduces the fixed cost of pol-

lution abatement. It, however, increases the likelihood of pollution.
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The shadow price of the polluter expected utilit
y constraint is obtained

by substituting into (51) from (50) to yield

(52)
aL x =  11A) 

(R - z)].
aL, — EY' X

Condition (52) suggests that a marginal i
ncrease in the pollutee's expected

profit associated with a marginal reduction
 in the polluter's expected utility

is the sum of (1) the dollar equivalent of
 the marginal decline in the pollu-

ter's welfare, (1/Ev'), and (2) the margi
nal change in safety associated with

the reduction in the polluter's expected
 profit times the pollutee's gain from

-
a safe period, E(v')-- • clx(R - Z).

Since R Z, condition (52) suggests that a chan
ge in the polluter's wel-

fare will change the joint ex ected rofit of both •arties, [a b - c(q)

(1_ 77_q)_K], unlike the cases of a risk neutr
al polluter above. Moreover, in

-  

high safety cases (q 4. 1), conditions (4
8) combined with (52) indicate that

mutual bribe arrangements with higher p
olluter welfare result in lower joint

expected profit of the two parties. Even though a unique mutual bribe

arrangement cannot be determined for e
ach safety rule, it is reasonable to

assume that the polluter's welfare dec
lines as polluter liability increas,-;s

(GA/act < Thus, in high safety cases, increase
 inoiltplial_Ality_

will decrease the joint expected p
rofit of the two  parties. Since c is

strictly positive, joint expected p
rofit is a strictly concave functio

n of

safety, and the above results indi
cate:

PROPOSITION 6. When the producer is risk averse 
and the parties negotiate

mutual bribe arrangements, differ
ent liability rules may result in

different safety outcomes. In high safety cases, if the poll
uter's wel-

fare declines with the polluter
 liability share, an increase 

in the pollu-

ter's liability will increase
 safety, i.e.,
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•

dq dA
> u 

< 0 and q + 1.

Here, again, the unilateral bribe arrangement sets lower bounds on the

welfare levels obtained by the parties under mutual bribe arrangements.

Conditions (48) and (52) and R > Z suggest that, for a given liability rule, 

mutual bribe arrangements with higher polluter welfare will be associated w
ith

more (less) safety levels in cases of high (low) safety. Moreover, when

= 1, since R > Z in mutual bribe arrangements and R = Z in unilateral

bribe outcomes, conditions (52) and (48) suggest that all the mutual bribe 

arrangements will result in less safety than the unilateral outcome in case of

complete polluter liability with high safety?

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND WELFARE IMPLICATIONS

If both a polluter and pollutee belong to an economy possessing a well

functioning price system (prices reflect social valuations) with the exception

of the externality between the two then efficiency can be attained if joint

expected profits of the polluter and the pollutee can be maximized without

imposing risk on any risk averter. The optimality problem of this paper is

thus

(53) max a - c(q) q) R.

Assuming that an internal solution exists, the first-order c
ondition which

holds at the optimal safety level q* is

(54) ca (q*

Efficiency implies that the marginal cost of safety 
should be equal to the

(marginal) damage of pollution. Using the safety function for a risk neutral
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polluter, efficiency is thus attained if the safety level is q* = q(R) and no

risk is carried by a risk averse agent.

In cases of unilateral bribe arrangements, this result and Propositions 1

. and 3 indicate that, when the polluter is risk neutral, only complete polluter 

liability always results in efficient allocation when bribes are based  on

actual damage.
4 Furthermore, when the-polluter is risk averse, even cm-_

plete polluter liability does not yield efficiency. That is, the safety level

obtained by a risk averse polluter under complete polluter liability is not

necessarily equal to the efficient safety level. When safety is low, a risk

averse polluter tends to reduce safety beyond the efficient safety level (even

with full liability); thus, none of the other liability rules will obtain the

efficient safety level. When safety is high, a risk averse polluter tends to

increase safety above the efficient safety level. In this case, the efficient

safety level might be attained by some partial liability rules; but even

then, the outcome is not efficient since a risk averse agent--the polluter--is

carrying risk.

• In cases where negotiaticin between the parties yield mutual bribe agree
-

ments, however, Propositions 2 and 4 indicate that, when the polluter is
 risk

neutral and  bribes are based on actual damage, all liability rules will obtain

efficient allocation. When the polluter is risk averse, however, mutual

bribes based on actual damage will not necessarily yield efficiency 
and their 

resulting safety may vary with the liability rules.

Thus, the uncertain nature of the externality and the res
trictions imposed

on the feasible bribe arrangements do not prevent obtain
ing the Coase theorem

results here. The Coase theorem ceases to hold only when the assump
tion of

risk averse behavior by the polluter is added.

It can also .be shown that the Coase theorem will 
hold in cases when the

pollutee can observe the polluter's behavior (and, 
thus, bribe payments based

4
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on q are feasible) if either of the parties is risk neutral. Here, however,

the assumed inability of the pollutee to monitor the safety level prevents

obtaining the Coase theorem outcomes when the polluter is risk averse.

The convexity of the cost function and conditions (48) and (52) suggest

that, when a polluter is risk averse, the safety level obtained* by mutual

bribe agreements are above (below) the efficient safety level in cases of high_

(low) safety. Moreover, for a given liability rule, the safety under mutual

bribe agreements becomes closer to the efficient safety level as the welfare

of the risk neutral pollutee becomes larger.

The analysis of this paper demonstrates the usefulness and implications of

considering the reaction of firms to liability rules in cases when informa-

tional difficulties limit the set of feasible, mutual transfer agreements

between the parties. The shortcoming of this analysis is that it is basically

short run in nature. The pollution damage is assumed to be unaffected by the

pollutee's actions; thus possible (moral hazard) increases in the pollutee's

output resulting in increased pollution damage when the polluter is fully

. liable are ignored. Also, only one possible level of pollution is considered

(all or none). Nevertheless the results point to some necessary conditions

in any stochastic pollution problem where continuous monitoring of safety 'pre-

cautions is impractical.
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FOOTNOTE'S

*Giannini Foundation Paper No. . (reprint identification only). Note

that senior authorship is not assigned. We would like to thank M. Polinky,

R. Dorfman, and J. Perloff for helpful comments.

1It is very reasonable that n(Z) intersects ZAR Z) only once. At

A, the slope of rilt is smaller than that of ZAR Z) which means that, by

(7), q11(11
2qz < 0 or -cciqq(R - so) - 2c2cm < O. To have another inter-

2
section requires that ccicm < -2cqq/(R - Z) for some Z > So. It is impossible to

have a cost curve with c
clq 

> 0 with a large negative third derivative. Asuffi-

cient condition for uniqueness is that 
2 
(R - z).cqqq

2
More detailed analysis of the safety function is found in Just and

Zilberman [1979].

• 
3
It can be proven by negation that Z cannot be greater than R if qx

> 0. From (43), C-11 > 0 always, and, from (48) 4 is definitely

negative only in low safety cases (q 0). Even then, it cannot be proven

that Cix qz. Thus, Z > R can hold only in unlikely low safety cases

where qx < -qz.

4Complete polluter liability has been found by Shavell [1980] and Spense

119771 to be an efficient policy for other types of unilateral stochastic

externality problems with risk averse parties.
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FIGURE III

DETERMINATION OF SAFETY WHEN
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THE UNILATERAL BRIBE CASE
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Figure Vc.

SAFETY AS A FUNCTION OF THE POLLUTER'S LIABILITY

SHARE WHEN THE POLLUTEE IS RISK AVERSE:

THE UNILATERAL BRIBE CASE
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FIGURE VI

SAFETY FUNCTION UNDER RISK NEUTRALITY

AND UNDER RISK AVERSION




